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1 People are unfairly criticizing Mueller now. Keep in mind: 
-He has information we don't have 
-He & his team worked 90 hrs/week for 2 years 
-He’s a patriot who is disgusted by Putin’s control of
Trump 
-The shutdown/pardon scenario was real 
-He was blindsided by Barr's corruption

2 We don't know what Mueller knows & we don't know what was handed off to

prosecutors & FBI. Barr's recent attempt to get info from intel agencies is a sign that

much worse evidence is lurking. A CI investigation & this Vox analysis of Mueller

report redactions is another sign.

3 Mueller may have expected Trump's actions in Vol 1 & the 10 crisply laid out

obstruction cases in vol 2 to be enough to push Congress to act, while the secret info

is so explosive, it has to wait. @tburages lays out the obstruction in a fantastic format: 

Tami Burages
@tburages

The Mueller Report Volume 2 can be easily broken down 
into 10 digestible pieces. 
 
Let's show America what's in the report. 
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 Part 1: Trump's Conduct Concerning the Investigation of 

Mike Flynn.twitter.com/tburages/statu…

Tami Burages @tburages
Replying to @tburages
First element of obstruction: The President's Conduct Concerning the 
Investigation of Michael Flynn.
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4 The dozen cases that Mueller handed off will lead to justice being done. Stone's case

will crack open even more info. So will Trump's soon to be loses w/ the Mazars &

Deutsche Bank info. It's difficult to watch a Kushner crime wave in real time -

imagine how prosecutors feel

5 It's up to the House to make the move on Trump now & defeat real time obstruction

by his attys & Barr. His cratering health will eventually rid us of him, but his enablers

will continue to let him humiliate himself until he's completely incoherent & the GOP

has to dump to him.

6 We have to watch the clock. Cases take two years. Prosecutors & FBI may have to

lay low, holding off on new cases till Trump is out office to prevent pardons & Barr's

interference. 

 

“So in war, the way is to avoid what is strong & strike at what is weak” 

Sun Tzu, The Art of War
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